
Chapter 843
Would love to meet.

Especially want.

So this time when the eldest brother listened to the Lin family and sent
someone to sneak in Nancheng, he followed.

I just want to see in person what the woman named Suzi is like.

The first time I saw Suzi was outside the company where Suzi worked, which
was yesterday morning.

At that time, Suzi was alive, full of vigor, and the white loose-fitting old-aged
sweater she was wearing didn’t set her off at all like a twenty-seven-year-old
mature woman.

Instead, she looks like a little girl who doesn’t know the world.

The way she didn’t use Fendai was enough to crush the women of Gasing
Island.

Pan Haoyang stared blankly on the spot.

However, he also knows that he did come here this time at a risk, so he can’t
show up or make any movements. Even if he wanders about Suzi’s pure
temperament and Suzi’s beauty, Pan Haoyang can’t easily expose himself, he
Still acting according to the plan, let his subordinates and Walton take care of
this matter.



What made Pan Haoyang really admired Suzi was when Walton beat Suzi in
that old warehouse.

Suzi’s unyielding, Suzi’s calmness, Suzi has been beaten like that and has
become a prisoner, but the calmness she showed, the kind of pride, can still
give Walton a second to not even a sc*m. Left.

Don’t look at Walton stepping high on Suzi’s face, but Pan Haoyang can see
Walton’s failure, anxiety and panic.

However, Suzi is different.

Suzi has been calm.

Even if her face was swollen like a fat melon, she was still calm.

At that moment, Pan Haoyang fell in love with Suzi.

He suddenly understood why Arron, who was so powerful and indispensable,
with power across Nancheng and Kyoto, and far abroad, would abandon
Lanita, who was backed by his grandfather, and insisted on marrying a man
who had been in prison for two years and escaped for six years. Woman of
the year.

That’s because this woman is so attractive.

Would the woman Arron likes be worse?

Of course it is very good, and of course it can be on its own!

Pan Haoyang doesn’t have a virgin complex, and doesn’t care if a woman is
married or unmarried, has children or not. As long as he likes it, he can fight
alongside her and him in the future, and is a woman who can lean on and
support each other spiritually.



Good women are rare!

Since Arron is about to conquer Gasing Island, then Pan Haoyang plunders a
woman next to Arron, so why not!

“If Arron can give it to you, I will double it for you. Arron loves your daughter,
and I will treat your daughter Lilly as the little princess of my entire Gasing
Island. Not only that, but I will give the whole Gasing Island. You. This Arron
may not be able to be given to you. As long as you and I fight side by side, we
unite the Jun family, unite Mr. Shu, and if we work together to resist Arron, I
will definitely win Arron’s dog head.” Pan Haoyang said smugly.

“Bah!” Suzi vomited viciously on Pan Haoyang’s face.

Pan Haoyang didn’t feel angry at all, his expression didn’t change a bit, he still
gently said: “Suzi, can I understand that you are beating or being k!ssed, and
cursing is love?”

Suzi: “…”

“Arron once despised you, and left your mother and daughter for another six
years. You were pregnant with his child. He was so cruel to you. What good is
it for you to follow him? I will only love him more than him. You! Suzi, I am
your admirer, but Arron doesn’t admire you. He has not changed your
daughter’s surname to Fu. He doesn’t recognize you at all. He doesn’t love
you, he just possesses! He even you Singing and singing together with others
makes you furious. What happiness do you have with such a person?”

“Then, do you think my wife will be happy if you follow someone who has no
strangers to tomorrow?” A voice suddenly came from the sky.

Chapter 844
Suzi thought he was dreaming.



She pinched her cheek severely: “Oh, it hurts!”

Immediately afterwards, she turned her head, and the man standing at the
door who descended like a god was really her husband, Arron.

“Arron…” Suzi burst into tears.

Is she still or alive to see her husband?

Suzi rushed to Arron frantically: “Arron…uuu, husband…I…am I still alive?”

Arron felt distressed: “I’m sorry, I’m late, I’m sorry!”

He held Suzi fiercely in his arms with both arms, and had no time to care
about Pan Haoyang who was sitting on the sofa.

Even if Arron’s subordinates and Arron rushed into this villa in a silent motion,
none of them saw it. How could Pan Haoyang, who was still sitting on the sofa
just now, see the sofa like swinging? After shaking, the sofa returned to its
original state after it fell off, but Pan Haoyang was gone?

Christopher was puzzled: “Four Lord… strange things!”

Arron was still comforting Suzi, who was crying and howling. When he heard
Christopher calling him, Arron lifted his eyes to look at the sofa and was taken
aback.

People?

Pan Haoyang lurked to Nancheng himself, and he came to Suzi, which was
really Arron’s miscalculation.

As a result, Arron realized that a lot of news about Nancheng had already
leaked to Gasing Island.



All of this originated from Jarod’s family.

“Search!” Arron ordered: “I have to dig three feet to find people out for me!”
Suzi raised his tearful eyes and looked at Arron: “Arron, this is the seaside,
and there is a submarine tunnel in this room.”

Arron: “…”

Suzi went on to say to Arron: “Arron, this Pan Haoyang is the fourth son of the
Pan clan on Gasing Island. They have received a lot of news from us from
Jarod and Lanita’s family of three.”

“I know, I have found it. You are good.” Arron held his wife tighter: “Go. I’m
going home now.”

Nestled in Arron’s arms, Suzi felt an unprecedented sense of security, and a
kind of fatigue suddenly struck. To put it bluntly, she slept for less than four
hours since last night and now at six o’clock, and she was still injured. Under
the circumstances, I didn’t feel tired just now, but now seeing her husband
coming, she was suddenly sleepy.

After getting in the car, Suzi fell asleep in her husband’s arms.

However, even in a dream, she still mumbled: “Husband, how did you find
here? How do you know that I was taken by Walton and then brought back to
Nancheng from Lincheng? Husband, you What a wonderful calculation, my
husband, I thought I was really dead this time, I thought I would never see you
and the only one again, oooooo…”

Even in the dream, Suzi’s tears flowed down.

How did he find her?

Thinking of it, Arron had a fear.



In the past few days, he has actually realized that there is something
happening on Gasing Island, and he has been intensively guarding against it.

This is why Suzi called him and said that she was going on a business trip to
the city, but he refused to let him go.

But I didn’t expect that the little woman was not afraid of him at all, let alone
listen to him. She called him not to ask for instructions, but to inform.

Tell him that she is going on a business trip.

Tell him and let him take care of his daughter Lilly.

That’s it.

When Suzi hung up the phone, he packed up his simple luggage and went to
the city as quickly as possible. When Arron returned home from the company
as quickly as possible, he was only one step away from blocking Suzi, but still
let Suzi Leaving home, got in the car to the city.
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In desperation, Arron had no choice but to fly all the way to the city.

When it came time, I found the hotel and was one step too late.

When they went upstairs to find Suzi’s room, Suzi was no longer there.

The remaining Rayna was alone and was constantly making calls. When
Rayna saw Arron coming, she even cried anxiously: “Sorry Fourth Master Fu,



I’m sorry, I…I Just go downstairs and answer the phone. The lady at the front
desk of the hotel called me to answer the phone. I don’t know how it was so
coincidental. I got down, took an inexplicable phone call, and went up again.
Suzi, she… She disappeared. It was like seeing a ghost, oooooo, Fourth
Master Fu, it’s all my fault, I have nothing to say if you want to kill or slap me.”

After speaking, Rayna waited to die and stood in front of Arron.

Arron calmly said, “It doesn’t matter what your business is, this is a complete
set. The most important thing for you now is to check the surveillance video of
the hotel with us. You can’t let it go anywhere.”

“Hmm!” Rayna nodded quickly.

The monitoring in the hotel is supposed to be unavailable to outsiders, but
there is one less person in the hotel out of thin air, and they can’t explain to
the customers. In addition, Arron is standing here. Who dares to fight against
Arron?

Don’t you want to die?

All colleagues in the construction company helped to check the monitoring
together.

Song Zhuoer cried as he checked.

The surveillance was checked back and forth several times, only to see Suzi
in the house.

Until the last time, Arron’s eyes were still sharp. He saw that the blind spot of
the surveillance was only a small spot, and there was a black spot, and then
zoomed in to look like a wheel under a trolley box.

It’s the wheels of the trolley case!



Arron immediately checked to see if there were any trolley cases in this aisle
after that.

Sure enough!

Just five minutes after Suzi’s disappearance, a man holding an extra-large
trolley box appeared at the elevator entrance, and the man covered himself
very tightly.

Moreover, Walton stood next to that man.

At that time, Walton was still shouting: “Suzi, Suzi, where are you?”

“It’s this trolley case! Check it out for me!” Arron gave an order. All the
brothers followed the trolley case to check, and then saw a van. After finding
the owner of the van, they knew that the owner was in Nancheng.

Moreover, it is in a waste warehouse in a relatively prosperous section of the
urban area.

Arron horse returned to Nancheng from the city with all his subordinates
non-stop, and when he arrived at the abandoned warehouse, there was no
one.

However, Arron saw a telescope on the second floor at one end of the
abandoned warehouse.

The telescope read: Gasing Island Pan.

There is no doubt that this was done by the people of Gasing Island.

At that moment, Arron had a kind of angina.



He, who has never been angry, suddenly jumped into a rage, and he roared
explosively: “We must find out where the people of Gasing Island are hiding
as fast as possible. I will turn over the entire Nancheng within an hour. Find
their hiding place too!”

Yan Guangban led his subordinates and spent 58 minutes to determine the
southeast corner of Nancheng, a small port protruding into the sea by the sea,
and locked the target.

It was less than five o’clock when Arron and the others rushed to the villa in
the deep mountains and forests on the island.

They cut the surveillance here a little bit, and immediately connected it after
the cut, they just got close here a little bit, silently.

Suzi was finally saved.

Arron patted Suzi on the back lightly, and suddenly asked, “What did you say,
Walton kidnapped you?”
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Suzi said in a weak tone for the rest of his life: “Walton is too vicious!”

Arron: “…”

At this moment, his eyes were filled with extremely strong murderous aura.

The man hugged Suzi and went out, put it in the car and said to Christopher:
“Go to the hospital now!”

Suzi: “I… nothing happened, but Walton’s face was swollen, her hair was
smashed, and the bones weren’t hurt.”



To tell the truth, Suzi can tolerate Walton hitting her face, grabbing her hair,
and the physical pain, but it feels like being dragged away in a trolley box,
Suzi really Hate enough to want to break Walton’s body into pieces.

“You don’t have the final say if you have something and it’s all right. You don’t
know until the doctor sees it. Go to the hospital!” Arron ordered Christopher
again.

Christopher immediately replied: “Yes, Fourth Master!”

If you speak, start the engine and drive all the way to the hospital.

At the same time, Arron took out his cell phone and broadcasted a call.

“Who did you call?” Suzi asked.

Arron didn’t answer, he just listened intently when the phone was connected.

On the other end of the phone, Lenny, who was sleeping, was awakened by
the harsh ringtone. He picked it up and saw that Arron was calling, and
immediately connected: “Uncle Fu, I heard Rayna say last night. Saying that
the fourth aunt seems to be missing, I called you yesterday, and you didn’t
answer my call, I just waited, I don’t know where you are, this one, I didn’t fall
asleep until 5 o’clock in the morning.

What’s the matter, has my fourth aunt found it? “

What Lenny said was true.

He went on business yesterday because of Rayna. He missed Rayna a bit, so
he called Rayna at night to talk on the phone. As a result, Rayna on the other
side cried after receiving the call: “Lenny, Suzi, she… was taken away by
someone, and her whereabouts are unknown now.”

Lenny: “…”



“I won’t tell you Lenny, I’m going to find Suzi.” After that, Rayna hung up the
phone.

Lenny on this side immediately called Arron, but Arron refused.

Lenny had to wait in his villa, waiting for Arron to call and ask him to help Suzi.

Waiting like this is all night.

It wasn’t until five o’clock in the morning that Lenny couldn’t stand it, took a
bath and went to bed.

No, I was dreaming, and it was a dream of stuffed with sauce and stuffed
sauce with Rayna, but Zhengxing was interrupted by a phone call from Arron.

If it was replaced by anyone, Lenny would have a desperate posture with him.

However, Lenny didn’t dare to call Arron, first because he was really afraid of
Lenny, and secondly, when Lenny knew that Arron had been looking for Suzi
all night, he must have been anxious.

Lenny didn’t wait for Arron to say his side, he said on this end of the phone:
“Uncle Si, you have something to order! As long as Lenny can do it, I will do
my best, and I will go out to find my fourth aunt now.”

At the other end, Arron’s tone was as cold as ice: “You don’t have to worry
about Suzi’s affairs. I now limit you to one day. I will fight your life for me, and I
will find Walton!”

“Min…What’s wrong with Walton, Fourth Uncle?” Lenny was nervous when he
mentioned Walton.

Lenny doesn’t actually pay attention to Walton’s life and death, but Walton is
Rayna’s cousin, and Rayna wants to spare her life. As a boyfriend, he can’t
help but can’t be Fourth Uncle Fu. Want to regret it?



“It was Suzi who Walton held yesterday, kid! You were here to intercede for
Walton, but the woman wanted to kill Suzi whenever she had a chance! Suzi
was in her hands, She almost died! She is hiding now, and I will limit you to
find her for me within one day! Otherwise, I want you to look good!” Arron’s
voice was not loud, and his tone was very calm.

However, Lenny was frightened, and a clever burrowed out of the bed.

D*mn it!
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Why did he take off his clothes yesterday, so he can still find out and put
them on now.

No matter what, wear the pants first.

While holding his pants, Lenny said into the receiver: “Yes! Uncle Fu,
don’t worry, if I can’t find Walton today, I will chop off my son’s head and
give it to you!”

After speaking, Lenny immediately hung up the phone.

The anger in my heart is beyond words!

D*mn it!

Labor and capital spare your life, you turned around to kill the goddess
of labor and capital! Go kill the best friend of the labor-management
girlfriend!



Walton!

If I, Lenny, don’t break your body into pieces today, I will cut off my head
and give it to you.

Because he had to hurry, because he was afraid that Arron would ask
the crime, because he was indeed angry, Lenny carried his pants and
forgot to put on his shirt, so he came out shirtlessly.

All the subordinates outside the villa looked at such young master Jun,
his brother was stunned.

“Little master?” the subordinate reminded.

“There is no time, come on, we are divided into ten groups, digging
three feet in the streets of Nancheng, and give it to me. Walton, the
broken woman, find out for me!” Lenny didn’t even have time to tie the
pants on. Belt, he only talked to his subordinates embarrassedly.

Subordinates: “…”

I really can’t understand my little master!

Just a few days ago, they heard the young master calling like Fourth
Master Fu to intercede, hoping that Fourth Master Fu could spare
Walton’s life, why did the young master change his mind in only a few
days?

But the subordinates did not dare to ask.

They do what the young master orders.

A group of people was so divided into ten groups, shuttled back and
forth in the streets of Nancheng.



At that time, Walton was also like a mouse crossing the street.

She was hiding in a place that she thought was safe and calling Lanita.

“Lanita, what should I do, save me!” Walton pleaded bitterly.

Lanita, who is far away in Jiaxing Island, said in a relaxed tone: “I said
Walton, you can remember how you point it, your luck is really bad!”

Walton didn’t want to listen to Lanita’s taunts to her: “Lanita, I’m all here
to help you. If you can save my life, I can help you a lot in the future.
This time, if not That young man from Gasing Island, I will surely be able
to smash Suzi’s body into pieces, but that D*mn Suzi, she really…Her
face was beaten like that by me.

But the young man from Jiaxing Island was stunned by her.

It’s as if you haven’t seen a woman! “

At the other end, Lanita said, “Dog ba5tard! Suzi is a dog ba5tard!
Vixen!”

“So Lanita, please find a way to save me, I…homeless now.” Walton
begged.

“Hey!” Lanita sighed: “Look at you being pitiful, I will save you again,
now you take your parents to my house, although our house is no one,
but the key is in the brick crack outside the gate. , I think, Arron can’t
think of where to find you anyway, right? After you go in, go to the
basement if you want to find food. There is a lot of food hidden in the
basement, enough for you to last half a year.”

“Thanks…thank you Lanita.”



After closing the thread, Walton took her parents along a secluded path,
and then passed through a mountain forest to the door of Walton’s
house.

As soon as she got the key, she heard a sneer behind her: “Bad woman!
You are really here! Haha!”

Chapter 848
Walton turned her head and saw Lenny without a belt or shirt.

To be honest, don’t look at everyone’s call for Lenny, but Lenny is not
too small, he is also in his twenties, and Lenny is about 1.8 meters tall,
even though it looks like A bit thin, but his muscles are very strong and
strong.

At this moment, Lenny, who didn’t wear anything on his upper body,
fully demonstrated his bronze-colored firm skin, coupled with his open
belt, my God.

Lenny, who was originally a bit sluggish, looked even more handsome.

Even at this moment he was looking at Walton with a sneer.

But it is also a wicked smile.

Walton, who was already desperate, was stunned when she saw Lenny
like this.

She even forgot that her parents were by her side. She looked at Lenny
with a shameless smile with a mean and shameless smile: “Ah, Young
Master Jun, your body… I guess why do you dress like this?”



Lenny was irritated.

However, when you think of Walton being found by him anyway, look at
what Walton is vomiting in this stinky mouth.

He is curious, listen.

“Why?” Lenny sneered with interest.

Walton came to Lenny with a smile on her face: “Young Master Jun, your
fiancee, Rayna, I know her best. She is a Tubula. In my house, she is a
servant. With the existence of human beings, a little aesthetic point of
view, no taste at all, how can she accompany you to serve you? I guess
she must not be able to meet your satisfaction at night, right?

So, you thought of me? “

“Heh! Hehe!” Lenny laughed twice.

At this moment, he seriously suspected that his sister-in-law was really
idiotic!

“Young Master Jun, you have come to me for this matter. After all, I have
been fascinated by my childhood and grew up in a noble family. I can go
to the hall and go to the kitchen. The most important thing is that I am in
bed. Dissolute! I’m satisfied with you! Young Master Jun, you came to
me dressed like this today, isn’t it just for me to satisfy you?”

Seeing his daughter’s efforts to promote herself, Min’s father and Min’s
mother also looked at Young Master Jun with a smile on his face.

Min’s mother even spared no effort to say: “Little young master, look, I…
our old couple, send… our two daughters… Here you are, for your
enjoyment, you…what a blessing to you, but to indulge in that child…



She has been used to being rough since she was a child, and how can
she have the delicate skin and tender flesh of Walton? , Smelly.”

“Well, Sao Wei.”

“Yeah, that’s right.” Min’s mother kept nodding.

Nodding too much, she felt extremely embarrassed again.

In this world, there are also mothers-in-laws who personally confess to
their daughters.

Walton raised her wrist to hold Lenny’s arm, but at this moment, Lenny
raised her foot and kicked on Walton’s stomach: “You vicious woman, I
see the face of Rayna. I interceded for you once, but I didn’t expect you
to return Suzi in a blink of an eye!”

“Oh…” Walton was kicked, and flew out several meters, and then
directly hit the iron fence of the Lin family’s house.

She could feel the click of her ribs breaking.

“Walton…” Mother Min ran over crying, and was about to hug Walton,
but was pushed away by Walton, who was so painful that he couldn’t
even speak: “Don’t touch me, mom. , I hurt…”

Min’s mother immediately didn’t dare to touch Walton.

However, Lenny can’t control that much: “Her mother loves her, I don’t
feel bad, you guys, drag her to the car! I’m going to take it to Fourth
Master Fu!”

“No…Young Master Jun…” Min’s mother hugged Lenny’s leg: “For
Rayna’s sake, you can spare Galia this time! “



“Rao?” Lenny sneered: “Is it because you have spared her less often?
The first time Shu Shao interceded for her. Later, Rayna let her go, and
later, Rayna and even the salary were given to her. She provided her for
her food and clothing. Later, your family treated Rayna like that, and
even she poured her cousin’s strong sulfuric acid on her, and Rayna
spared her.


